THE  TAMARISK  CAMP
We had not abandoned hope of being able to continue on
our way, even though Li held to his opinion of the Mongols
of the country ahead. Li's brother, and then Li's brother's
friend Tsogo, had, in turn, decided against acting as guide
for us, and in the end Li himself agreed to remain in our
service and come with us as far as the centre of Teijinar.
In preparation for our departure, which we insisted in
believing would ultimately be arranged, I boiled five hares.
Alas, the next morning, my store of cold game had dis-
appeared, stolen, no doubt, by a cat. One or two backs were
all I had to show for my labour of the previous evening. My
vexation may be imagined. What made things worse was
that, without knowing how, I had tried to make a lye-wash
with ashes, and, instead of whitening our linen, had
blackened it.
Peter was in as dark a mood as I. In his impatience he
proposed leaving our stores with Li's sister-in-law and riding
to ask the Prince of Teijinar for camels. The Prince lived a
fortnight's ride away. We used to make bets as to when
we should get off, and then Peter would return to his
"Patience" as to a drug.
However, there was some hope that our last scene with the
Elder of the oasis might bear fruit. Peter threatened that if
we were not given the beasts we asked for everybody con-
cerned would have cause to regret it. He would certainly
lodge a complaint with the Governor, It was a dangerous
game to play, possibly the game that, played in Northern
Tibet in 1927, had cost the members of the Marteau expe-
dition their lives. The Mongols might well strike at us so
as to make sure that no complaint was lodged.
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